
DESCRIPTIVE ESSAY ON WHY AMERICA SHOULD NOT BAN GUNS

Not only does gun control end up disarming the innocent but it also violates the Second Amendment. By taking away
guns from the American citizens, whom the .

House Bill 75 has been proposed to help solve this problem. An aspiring elementary school teacher, Mary
always had a smile on her face. Criminals do not obey laws and stricter gun control laws or banning guns will
have little effect on reducing crimes. The same concept should apply for obtaining a gun license. Hailey
demonstrates a far greater understanding of the design and intent of our Constitution than most Americans.
The government should not induce more gun control. Gun control is the kind of topic that inspires emotion, so
it is hard to stick to logic and restrain from emotion. James Q. Furthermore, instead of approaching gun
control from the perspective of eliminating certain groups from gun ownership, there should be a blanket
regulation in effect that limits possession to all people. While exploring this topic, this essay will attempt to
discuss the circumstances that prohibit a person from possessing firearms, also regulations to prevent these
persons from possessing firearms. If there were better gun laws, that number would be zero. There are those
that are for gun control and those that are against. However, the government continues to keep adding gun
laws, making it harder and harder for even a regular person to purchase a gun. This statistic places Louisiana
in one of the top spots for gun related crime, thus reminding us that gun-control is necessary The United States
Government should not infringe on those rights by the enforcement of gun control against law-abiding
citizens. A cause and effect essay will take a particular gun control-related effect and investigate what caused
it. Politicians and law makers are constantly trying to find ways to reduce these crimes and keep the public
safe. It is our pleasure to reprint her essay. Simple weapons such as the pistol are enough for self-protection.
This has lead to a rift in the political theater, and a rift across America. Many might state that the way this
statement is worded is the point of debate and it should be interpreted differently. In doing so the government
would be infringing upon the second amendment, failing to properly address violence, and infracting upon the
freedom to own guns for hunting and sport. Some part of our mending must be the conviction that we will do
our absolute best to shield these tragedies from occurring in a country that keeps on confronting a pandemic of
As soon as the latter two elements are in place, it is the high time to start your research. Our country is based
on the belief that man is good until he or she is proven to be otherwise. Moreover, simple armaments cannot
result to the Truly, this topic is so deep and broad, and it can be investigated under so many angles and on so
many levels, that you can write much bigger papers about it: from a gun control research paper to a Ph. Once
you are familiar with these, you can say that you are familiar with the historical background of the issue.
Which has brought our attention to the gun violence in our nation. Gun ownership is the most basic American
right and also one of the most contentious social and political issues of now a days. If criminals want a gun,
there is nothing that will stop them from accessing one. It is this that causes such great dilemmas when
attempting to put to rest one of the greatest debates in American history Of all countries, the United States is
the one which is troubled most by a large number of criminals who are in possession of guns. To this end,
there is a need of seeking mechanism which should be used at taming these criminals from performing or
carrying out their activities within the public. Whether the shootings are accidental or intentional; they are
happening across the United States. Calculate your price. However, we still cannot see the end to this
discussion, which means that the clarifications made are not nearly sufficient to conclude the issue once and
for all. This happened in Arizona, a state where guns are allowed in open carry meaning everyone has option
to carry a gun as long as it is not concealed. However, there are also the people who disagree with gun control
laws and believe there should be a more lenient gun control to furthermore help people defend themselves
during risky situations. Even if that issue is overlooked, gun control advocates state that in order to reduce
firearm related violence, gun control laws must be implemented to remove the violence caused by firearms
Logos appeals to the reader's common sense and employs logic. The U.


